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Backup Basics 
This document will cover why, what, when, and how to perform backups of the controller. Emphasis is placed on why, what, and when since these topics are 

often not covered. Additional detail describing how to perform backups and manage files is contained in the “Instructions” or “Installation and Operation” 

manuals that came with your controller (links below.) 

DX100 DX200 YRC1000 YRC1000micro 

DX100 Installation, Operation 
and Maintenance Instructions 

Controller Installation and 
Operation 

YRC1000 Instructions YRC1000micro Instructions 

You can jump to the section that interests you by clicking on the links below. 

Why to Backup 

What to Backup 

When to Backup 

Where to Store Backup Files 

How to Backup 

Backup Procedures Using Standard Pendant 

Backup Procedures Using Smart Pendant 

Automatic Backup Alternatives 

How to Restore 
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https://www.motoman.com/getmedia/2D6DA870-5ADA-4E64-8315-E69F3BE1E899/162536-1cd
https://www.motoman.com/getmedia/2D6DA870-5ADA-4E64-8315-E69F3BE1E899/162536-1cd
https://www.motoman.com/getmedia/8D0C543D-198E-4B0D-964D-139BC4461CFD/165292-1cd
https://www.motoman.com/getmedia/8D0C543D-198E-4B0D-964D-139BC4461CFD/165292-1cd
https://www.motoman.com/getmedia/A5E24FFB-57D1-4415-9F17-B845F646EC56/178642-1cd
https://www.motoman.com/getmedia/660aa0a9-3e95-4454-a719-559e3c4781be/181274-1CD
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Why to Backup 
This can be a short discussion. Accidents happen. People make mistakes. Having a spare copy of your controller configuration could allow you to get back to 

business quickly in the event of a problem. The controller configuration is stored in a series of files that are easily copied off to a USB memory stick and / or 

another computer. You need to have a backup strategy and use it. 

What to Backup 
It is better to have too many backup files than not enough. Disk storage is relatively cheap. If you grab everything, you don’t need to decide what to backup. Our 

recommendation would be to save everything (all files and CMOS.BIN) each time you do the backups. An explanation of the different files available and 

categories they fall in to is included as Appendix A:Files Backed up by Data Classification. 

With that said, there may be situations where you don’t have the space or the time to copy all of the files. Consider just getting a copy of the CMOS.BIN file. The 

CMOS.BIN file is a binary image of all files in memory at the time of the backup. It has the benefit of being a single file that may include everything you need. The 

down sides are: 

• You cannot selectively restore just a few files – it is an all-or-nothing proposition. 

• The file is relatively big (~30MB) which means it can be slow to copy and move around. 

When to Backup 
There are two times to perform backups: 

1. Before and after significant changes. 

2. On a fixed schedule to address changes that may have occurred without a backup. 

You want a backup from before a significant change to be able revert to the prior configuration in case of problems. You want a backup right after the change to 

be able to revert to what is sometimes referred to as the “last known good” configuration. If you made a change and your testing showed everything was 

working well, that is a “good” configuration you want saved for possible use.  

What counts as a “significant change”? Some things are easy to list: a software upgrade, the addition of software or hardware features, the implementation of a 

bug fix, etc. However, changes can occur without anyone realizing what just happened was significant. Also, people may make changes to your configuration 

outside of your standard procedure. For these reasons, you also should also set up backups on a fixed schedule. Pick a schedule based on your situation. 
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Installations with a lot of changes going on may need nightly or weekly backups. At the other end of the spectrum, it may only be necessary to take a backup 

every few months or annually for setups that are very stable. 

Where to Store Backup Files 
This is often overlooked. If you can’t find your backup, can’t get to the files, or the backup files have been corrupted it is like never having a backup at all. The 

backup files should be stored in a safe location, physically away from the controller. In the event of a fire or other natural disaster at the site. You don’t want 

your backup files lost or inaccessible. You may want to review jobs or other configuration files without making a trip to where the robot is located. It may also be 

necessary to keep a copy of the backup offsite – using cloud storage, in a safe deposit box, someone’s home, etc.  

It is best to dedicate the backup storage just for backups. In other words, don’t keep the backup you may need later on the USB stick you carry around in your 

pocket or use every day. Don’t keep the backups on a laptop that can be lost, stolen or lose files due to hardware problems. Copy the files to your “master 

backups” location, put your USB stick in a safe place, etc. 

How to Backup 
Purchase a few USB memory sticks. It is good to be able to have enough that you can file important backups away without worrying about running out of them. 

Experience has shown that the larger, more expensive memory sticks may not work as well as a more basic version. Ones with 4Gb capacity and meeting the USB 

2.0 standard should be fine. 

Following are detailed instructions for backing up using a standard pendant, using the Smart Pendant and several automatic backup alternatives. Automatic 

backups are a great way to make sure the “fixed schedule” backups occur without requiring someone to remember to do them or visit the location of the 

controller.  
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Backup Procedures Using Standard Pendant 

To backup all files individually: At any security level: 
Make sure you have inserted your USB Memory Device into 

the pendant. 

1. Select EX. MEMORY / DEVICE and verify backups 

will go the USB:Pendant. 

2. Select EX. MEMORY /Select SAVE 

3. Select EDIT / SELECT ALL (INDIVIDUAL) 

4. Press the ENTER key on the pendant, responding 

YES to the “Do you save all individual files?” 

prompt. 
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To backup CMOS.BIN: At any security level: 
Make sure you have inserted your USB Memory Device into the pendant. 

1. Select EX. MEMORY / DEVICE and verify backups will go the 

USB:Pendant. 

2. Select EX. MEMORY /Select SAVE 

3. Select SYSTEM BACKUP(CMOS.BIN) 

4. Press the ENTER key on the pendant, responding YES to the Save? 

prompt 
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Backup Procedures Using Smart Pendant 

To backup all files individually: At any security level: 
Make sure you have inserted your USB Memory Device into the pendant. 

1. Select  

2. Select Utility 

3. Select File Transfer 

4. Verify the target device is “Pendant USB Storage Device”. 

5. Click in the checkbox next to “Name” to select all files. 

6. Click on the “COPY FILES FROM CONTROLLER” button 
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To backup CMOS.BIN: At any security level: 
Make sure you have inserted your USB Memory Device into the pendant. 

1. Select  

2. Select Utility 

3. Select System Backup (CMOS) 

4. Verify the target device is “Pendant USB Storage Device”. 

5. Click in the button labelled “BACKUP SYSTEM DATA TO PENDANT 

USB STORAGE DEVICE.” 
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Automatic Backup Alternatives 
Listed below are several alternatives available that will perform backups on a scheduled basis without human intervention. Detailed setup instructions are not 

included here, but documentation is referenced to explain how these are configured.  

Controller Automatic Backup Function  
Each of the controller manuals (available in the links at the beginning of 

this document) describe an “Automatic Backup” function. Access the 

setting for Automatic Backup under SETUP, AUTO BACKUP SET on the 

pendant. 

This function automatically creates a single file backup (CMOSBK.BIN) of 

the robot based on schedules and criteria you define. The file(s) can be 

stored on the memory device in the pendant, inside the controller or to 

a memory area (RAMDISK) on the ACP01 board in the controller. Since it 

is possible the robot could be running a job or during teach mode 

operations, there are criteria that may be set to control whether to get 

as much data as possible during those operations, wait until the mode 

changes, only backup on system startup, only backup based on an 

external signal, etc.  

The major benefit of this approach is that backups can occur regularly 

without human intervention. However, the backups are stored on the or 

near the controller itself. That could pose problems if you lose access to 

the controller or the controller is destroyed. This approach should be 

supplemented with offsite backups via another method. 
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Robot Manager  
Robot Manager is a product which allows remote access and management of 

Yaskawa Motoman robots from a PC connected to the same network. One of the 

powerful features is the ability to schedule backups to occur on a regular basis.  

As shown in the graphic at the right, different backup “sets” can be defined to 

copy different files on different schedules and to store files in folders by date and 

file types. Robot Manager leverages the Windows Task Scheduler to run Robot 

Manager per your schedule requirements.  Once the files have been copied to the 

PC, you could develop other procedures to copy them to the cloud, local or 

remove servers, or USB memory sticks at the PC. 

Yaskawa Cockpit 
Yaskawa Cockpit is a real-time data collection and visualization tool for devices 

connected throughout your facility. It provides Asset Management, Maintenance 

Analysis, Real-time Alarm Notification and Event Logging, Data Management 

(backups and event logging) and monitoring of 3rd party devices. With Yaskawa 

Cockpit, you can setup regular backups of your controllers to a local PC. 

Additional information on Yaskawa Cockpit is available at this link. 

Roll Your Own Backup Solutions 
All our controllers support connectivity via Ethernet, standard file transfer protocols (e.g., FTP) and have programming interfaces that allow you to access files. 

With a little work you could create your own backup solution.  You will need to take into consideration whether the files are stable (not in the process of being 

updated) as you attempt to access them remotely. 

Additional information is available here on the motoman.com website. 
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How to Restore 
Should you need to restore files from a backup, the procedure is basically the reverse of a backup. From the standard pendant, select EXT MEMORY, LOAD and 

select the files you wish to restore. On the Smart Pendant, select UTILITYU, FILE TRANSFER, then make sure TO CONTROLLER is selected. 

A few caveats: 

CMOS.BIN can only be restored while in MAINTENANCE MODE. (Hold the MAIN MENU key while powering on the controller. 

It is not safe to copy files from one controller to another, even if they are configured the same. Job (JBI) files may be copied in many cases, with the 

understanding that there will be work to do on the target system to re-teach points, adapt to different signal addressing, etc. Contact Yaskawa Technical Support 

for advice on replicated configuration information from one controller to another. 
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Data Classification 
File Name 
(Saved Data) 

Save Load 

OPN EDT MNG SFT OPN EDT MNG SFT 

SYSTEM BACKUP (CMOS.BIN) CMOS.BIN     X X X X 

 1. JOB Single job JOBNAME.JBI     X    
Related job  
(Job+Condition) 

JOBNAME.JBR 
    X    

2 FILE/ 
GENERAL  
DATA 

Tool data TOOL.CND     X    
Weaving data WEAV.CND     X    
User coordinate data UFRAME.CND     X    
Variable data VAR.DAT     X    
Arc start condition data ARCSRT.CND     X    
Arc end condition data ARCEND.CND     X    
Welding condition auxiliary 
data 

ARCSUP.DAT 
    X    

Welder characteristic data WELDER.DAT     X    
Welder characteristic 
definition data 

WELDUDEF.DAT 
    X    

Shock detection level data SHOCKLVL.CND     X    
Job registration data JET.DAT     X    
Interference area file CUBEINTF.CND     X    
Motor Gun Pressure Data SGPRS.CND     X    
Motor Gun Dry Pressure  
Data 

SGPRSCL.CND 
    X    

Spot Gun Condition Data SGSPEC.DAT     X    
Spot Welder I/F Data SGWELDIF.DAT     X    
Gun Open Position Data STROKE.DAT     X    
Spot I/O Allocation Data SGIO.DAT     X    
Spot Welding Condition  
Data 

SPOTWELD.DAT 
    X    

Clearance Setting Data SGCLARNC.DAT     X    
Motor Gun Auto Tuning  
Data 

SGUNAUTO.DAT 
    X    

Gun Detail Setting Data SGDTL.DAT     X    
Spot Management Data SGSPTMNG.DAT     X    
Manual Press Condition  
Data 

SGMNLPRS.CND 
    X    

Tip Dress Condition Data SGTIPDRS.CND     X    
Airgun condition data AIRGUN.DAT     X    
User menu data USERMENU.DAT     X    
Timer variable data TMVAR.DAT     X    
Paint condition PNTCND.CND     X    
Paint calibration set PNTCLB.DAT     X    
Paint time chart PNTTC.DAT     X    
Paint data set PNTDATA.DAT     X    

* : Can be done,  X: Cannot be done  

OPN: Operation mode, EDT: Edit mode, MNG: Management mode,  SFT: Safety mode 
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Data Classification 
File Name 
(Saved Data) 

Save Load 

OPN EDT MNG SFT OPN EDT MNG SFT 

 3. PARAMETER ALL.PRM     X X   
 3. PARA- 

METER 
Robot matching parameter RC.PRM     X X   
System definition parameter SD.PRM     X X   
Coordinate home position 
parameter 

RO.PRM     X X   

System matching parameter SC.PRM     X X   
ClO parameter CIO.PRM     X X   
Function definition parameter FD.PRM     X X   
Application parameter AP.PRM     X X   
Transmission (general) parameter RS.PRM     X X   
Sensor parameter SE.PRM     X X   
Servo parameter SV.PRM     X X   
Servomotor parameter SVM.PRM     X X   
Operation control parameter AMC.PRM     X X   
Servo power block parameter SVP.PRM     X X   
Motion function parameter MF.PRM     X X   
SERVOPACK parameter SVS.PRM     X X   
Converter parameter SVC.PRM     X X   
Robot control expand parameter RE.PRM     X X   
Safety function parameter FMS.PRM     X X   

4. I/O 
DATA 

CIO program CIOPRG.LST     X X   
I/O name data IONAME.DAT     X X   
Pseudo input signals PSEUDOIN.DAT     X X   
External I/O name data EXIONAME.DAT     X X   
Register name data IOMNAME.DAT     X X X X 

YSF logic file YSFLOGIC.DAT     X X   
* : Can be done,  X: Cannot be done  

OPN: Operation mode, EDT: Edit mode, MNG: Management mode, SFT: Safety mode 
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Data Classification 
File Name 
(Saved Data) 

Save Load 

OPN EDT MNG SFT OPN EDT MNG SFT 

 5. SYSTEM 
DATA 

Second home position HOME2.DAT     X X   
User word UWORD.DAT     X X   
SV monitor signal SVMON.DAT     X X   
Variable name VARNAME.DAT     X X   
Alarm history data ALMHIST.DAT     X X X X 

Home position calibrating 
data 

ABSO.DAT     X X   

System information SYSTEM.SYS     X X X X 

Controller information PANELBOX.LOG     X X X X 

Work home position data OPEORG.DAT     X X   
I/O message history data IOMSGHST.DAT     X X X X 

Function key allocation 
data 

KEYALLOC.DAT     X X   

Arc monitor data ARCMON.DAT     X X X X 

Wear detection base 
position data 

SGWEARBP.DAT     X X   

External IO ALLOC data  EIOALLOC.DAT     X X   
Max/ Min torque data TRQDAT.DAT     X X   
Logdata LOGDATA.DAT     X X X X 

PM (reducer) file PMTRQDB.DAT     X X   
PM (reducer) condition PMCOND.CND     X X   
Encoder maintenance ENCHEAT.DAT     X X X X 

Inspection record file PMLOG.DAT     X X X X 

Robot stop FACTR file RBSTPFCT.DAT     X X X X 

SETTM setup file SETTM.DAT     X X   
Timer variable name TMNAME.DAT     X X   
Paint system PNTSYS.DAT     X X   
Paint special PNTSPCL.DAT     X X   
Paint time chart set PNTTCSET.DAT     X X   

* : Can be done,  X: Cannot be done  

OPN: Operation mode, EDT: Edit mode, MNG: Management mode,  SFT: Safety mode 

 


